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“UltiPro - Partnership not just a vendor!”
Why Regina Needed UltiPro

Regina D. Jones, PHR

Associate VP, Compensation,
Benefits and HRIS
Envision Healthcare

“UltiPro has addressed many of our issues with performance management
allowing managers to complete the review in the system as well as allowing HR to
track status etc. We also use it for salary planning and merit increases which has
reduced the time it takes for us to complete this process from 7 weeks to 4 weeks.”

Meet Regina

How Regina Uses UltiPro

Regina’s Advice

“We use UltiPro for our corporate office along with 155 of our center locations
throughout the United States. The UltiPro platform is configurable allowing us to
be nimble and make changes to the system as needed by the business without
requiring an outside resource. Employee and manager self-service are both very
beneficial to help us keep information updated in a timely way.”

What Regina Likes Most About UltiPro

“The education for life option is a true value add for our users. It allows me to
assign training to get new employees up to speed without having to spend a large
amount of my time helping them to get familiar with the system.”

• Enterprise (10,001+ employees)
• Hospital & Health Care Industry

“UltiPro is truly a partner that helps us
make our business better. Our
relationship with them has always
been different that with any other
vendor that we use. That is priceless
in our environment where we are
constantly trying to innovate our
processes.”
See Regina’s full review »

What Regina Has Achieved With UltiPro

“UltiPro has been a great HCM for our population and changed the way we interact
with managers. We are now able to complete both the competencies review and
the personal goals review at the same time. This reduces the amount of time it takes
to complete this process. Managers appreciate being able to do it all at one time
and it gives an overall view of the employee performance.”
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